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Junior Competition FAQ 
 

Take a look below at some of our frequently asked questions about junior 
competition. 

 

1. How do I start? 

Take a look at the Junior Tournaments tab on the USTA Arkansas website at  
www.arktennis.com.  From there, you will see information regarding all things junior tennis. 

 

2. Is my child ready to play tournaments? 
 
This is a tough one.  Parents know their children and can best decide whether their child  
has the interest, demeanor and maturity to play tournaments.  Consultation with your  
child’s tennis coach is also a good idea.  If your child wants to play a tournament, has a  
basic understanding of the game, and can keep score, then the time may be right.  Arkansas has 
tournaments for just about every age and skill level.  Our hope is that your child enjoys the 
experience and will want to play more and more tennis as he/she gets older.  Therefore, it is 
important that the tournament experience is fun and rewarding, regardless of wins or losses. 
 
 

3. My child is still relatively new to tennis and wants to compete in tournaments. What 
tournaments should I consider having my child enter? 
 
For most players that are just beginning tournament play, the best ones to enter are Junior 
Circuits.  These use a non-elimination, round-robin draw format for players of all ages so you 
can gain match experience in a tournament setting.  The National Level 7 tournaments would 
be your next option.  This is a ranking event and is classified as a low-level intermediate 
tournament. 
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4. What are the Point Tables and all this stuff about tournament levels? 

The USTA will publish National Standings Lists (NSLs) monthly, using the same best of 6 singles 
and best of 6 doubles results system, with 15% of a player’s doubles results counting toward a 
player’s standing.  Points are earned by winning matches and reaching certain rounds in a 
tournament.   The higher level the tournament (Level 1 being the highest), the more points a 
player can earn.  There are 7 tournament levels, all of which are different in regards to points.  
In higher level tournaments, like Levels 1-4, more points can be earned.  Usually, these 
tournaments attract the more advanced and experienced junior players.  The USTA National 
Point Tables can be found on the USTA website at 
https://www.usta.com/content/dam/usta/2020-pdfs/USTA-Junior-Tournaments_2021-Point-
Shadow-Rankings.pdf.  

There are four National Level 5 tournaments that are held in Arkansas (two open, two closed).  
The Polar Bear Junior Classic and The Razorback are both National Level 5 Open tournaments, 
which means that anyone in the country can participate.  The Arkansas Junior Spring Closed and 
The Arkansas Junior State Closed are both National Level 5 Closed tournaments, which means 
that only players in Arkansas can participate.  Players that are just beginning to play 
tournaments may want to enter the National Level 7 events to get a feel of what it is like to play 
junior competitive tennis. 
 
 
 
5. My child has played a few tournaments and wants to continue to progress in the sport.  
What should be my plan? 

Again, the nature and extent of tournament play can best be decided by the parent and player.  
If the player has a coach, then the coach should be consulted.  It much depends also on the 
level of success enjoyed by the player.  If the player is succeeding in National Level 7 
tournaments, then it might be time to think about playing in a National Level 6 tournament. 

 

6. I am still unsure about some things.  Who do I contact? 
 
Help is an e-mail or phone call away!  Jared Compton is happy to answer your questions about 
junior competition.  His email is juniortennis@arktennis.com.  You can also call him at the USTA 
Arkansas office at 501-227-7611. 

https://www.usta.com/content/dam/usta/2020-pdfs/USTA-Junior-Tournaments_2021-Point-Shadow-Rankings.pdf
https://www.usta.com/content/dam/usta/2020-pdfs/USTA-Junior-Tournaments_2021-Point-Shadow-Rankings.pdf
mailto:juniortennis@arktennis.com.
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GENERAL GUIDE TO TOURNAMENT LEVELS (12-18 Age Divisions) 

Junior Circuit – Beginner 
National Level 7 – Low level Intermediate 

National Level 6 – Intermediate 
National Level 5 – High level Intermediate 

National Levels 1-4 – Advanced 
 
 
 

*For information regarding 10 and under play, please visit the 10 and under play 
opportunities page on our website at http://www.arktennis.com/junior_tournaments/.  
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